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A few years ago, ingredients of venoms were dismissed as mere curiosities without relevance for general biology. Today, the view has changed. Teleologically, venomous animals practice high-level biochemical pharmacology; they have evolved a series
of very active, specific, pharmacologically and chemically novel drugs that may be useful in elucidating
basic mechanisms ofcentral nervous system (apaminl
or membrane (melittin, phospholipase A, mast cell
degranulating-peptide) functions. [The Sd® indicates
that this paper has been cited in over 440
publications.]
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cologically, while other venoms had served as
the source of just a single constituent.
Attention was also given to the cooperative
actions of the various components. My work
on bee venom led to the distinction between

enzymes and toxins devoid of enzymatic activity and to the functional resynthesis of some
particular effects of the venom by recombination of the separated components.’ Thus,
general rules emerged from mypreoccupation
with an esoteric topic.
Second, the publication in Science generated
interest in the properties of the individual peptides that we had described and sequenced.
As it turned out, all of them became useful
tools in biology. Melittin, which is the main
peptide component, bored me as a pharmacologist because it was active on every system
tested. However, its unique amphipathic structure makes it a model for peptide incorporation into
2 and interaction with biomembranes. Apamin belongs to the few peptides
with a prominent centrally stimulating effect
2~

in animals. It blocks a subtype of CA dependent K~-channelsspecifically and with

high affinity. An endogenous equivalent of
apamin in pig brain has even been postulat-

ed.~Mast cell degranulating peptide (MC Dpeptide) was introduced as a histamine reI would never have dared to offer a review leaser,4 with due reference to B. Fredholm’s
article toScience had I not attended a collo- work. Later on we and others focused on its
quium on toxins during an International Con- central effects, and now it serves as a tracer

gress of Biochemistry in the late 1960s. What
I presented there about 1-lymenoptera and, in
particular, bee venom had not yet entered the
mainstream of anglophone literature, although
I had published on and reviewed the topic
since 1951. When a participant, S. Udenfriend,
encouraged me to writedown a summary for
Science, I took a chance. The resulting review
covered about 20 years of continuing, largely
unnoticed work. At least partially, its high citation rate may have a simple bibliographic
reason: the original papers had been presented
in internationally recognized journals, but in
the German language.
The publication was and is attractive for two
reasons. First, I subjected bee venom toa complete analysis both biochemically and pharma-

for a class of K+~channels.
The publication in Science marks the zenith
of my work with insect venoms.5 Later I shifted
to different (bacterial) toxins, while others
6
took over those from Hymenoptera. The

contents of the publication survived my interest in insect venoms and even my name. Such
uncoupling is the ultimate proof for acceptance of one’s work by the scientific commu-

nity. Nevertheless, I have to admit my mixed
feelings at a conference about 10 years ago
when I was just 51 years old. A young scientist had spotted my name in the list of participants just before he started his talk about bee
venom peptides. He commenced: “1 am particularly happy that Dr. Habermann is still
among us.” I thoroughly shared his opinion.
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